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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION s ..-J 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: F.rLES DATE: April 29, 1966 

FROM: Donald J. Pryor 

SUBJECT: Economic Conuni ttee meeting 4/26/66 - UNCTAD consideration 
of the Bank Scheme on Supplementary Finance 

Irving Friedman reported on the previous week's meeting in Geneva 
of the UNCTAD Committee on Invisibles and Financing Related to Trade, at 
which the Bank Staff Scheme was considered formally for the first time. 
The Bank was represented by Messrs. Friedman, Pereira-Lira and Jalan and, 
for a time, Mr. Karasz from the Paris office. 

At the end of two days of general statements in the Plenary and 
another two days of intensive discussions between and within the groups 
of developed and developing countries, the committee adopted a Resolution 
sponsored by U.K., Sweden, India, Yugoslavia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil and 
Uganda by 33 votes to none with five abstentions. The Resolution recommends 
to the Board that a working party of 13 to 15 governmental representatives 
be set up with a view to "studying and elaborating" the Bank Study. The 
Resolution apart from rrexpressing considerable appreciation for the Study 
prepared by the staff of the IBRD11 , also notes "the considerable measure 
of support in the committee for the concept of supplementar,y financial 
measures elaborated in the IBRD staff study. 11 This inter-governmental 
group is required to report to the second session of the Committee, which 
is scheduled for November 1966. 

The working group is expected to meet on or around July 1 and is 
to have two or three meetings before the second full session of UNCTAD, 
which is expected to be in May or June, 1967. The hope was expressed 
(though representatives of some major governments doubted its feasibility) 
that a final scheme would be ready for adoption at the 167 UNCTAD session 
and could be initialed by governments on the spot. 

In view of the timetable and the fact that the elaboration of the 
Scheme will have to be done almost entirely by the Bank (UNCTAD hasn't the 
staff), the basic work will have to be completed here between now and July -
a good deal of it w.i thin the next month. Mr. Friedman said the Bank would 
not do that part of the study dealing with the choice of agency, however. 

~1e intergovernmental working group consists of seven less developed 
countries (Ghana, UAR, India, Brazil, Argentina, Yugoslavia and Ceylon) and 
six developed countries (U.K., u.s., Sweden, West Germany, France and Japan). 
There are two additional places on the committee, in case the Soviet bloc 
wishes to be represented. 

Other salient points in Mr. Friedman's report: 

1. It was generally hoped, despite its own becoming modesty, that 
the Bank Group would administer the Scheme, in close collaboration with 
the FUnd. 
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2. Contrary to widespread preconceptions, there was no strong 
opposition to the scheme, but considerable support from the beginning by 
both developed and less developed. The former, which by and large had 
expected resistance from the LDC 1 s in view of the Scheme 1 s emphasis on 
"performance 11 tempered their initial support with cau t.i..on. The LDC 1 s took 
the line that the new, more intimate type of relationship between borPowers 
and lenders, which is the core of the scheme and which involves accountability 
of borrowers for their performance, was inevitable in any case and would be 
more to their advantage if organized through a multilateral agency. The only 
initial opposition came from the French, who re-argued their case for the 
organization of international commodity markets as an alternative solution. 
In the end, however, they voted for the. resolution, expressing their intere.st 
in the further elaboration of the Bank Study. 

J. The division in the Committee was not so much between LDC 1 s on the 
one hand and industrial countries on the other as within the groups themselves. 
A number of specific issues were raised concern with which cut across group 
lines. For example: 

a. The projected size of the fund. While no one suggested that it 
was too large, many strongly led by the Swiss, and including the Germans) felt 
that it probably was too small. Since this question, however, involves many 
large imponderables, such as the success of commodity agreements, the precision 
of export earnings forecasts under the scheme, the availability of special funds 
from other sources, etc., it was left unresolved; it can be resolved, in any 
case, only by experience. 

b. Concern over the fate of commodity agreements, i.e., the fear 
that support for them might vanish if the scheme were adopted and looked upon 
as a substi. tute. The French took the lead on this line, of course, but their 
fears were shared to some degree by the Ghanians, Nigerians and Belgians. If 
not completely reassured, they at least did not in the end oppose the scheme 
on this ground. The Bank's position was that the two approaches were comple
mentary and, indeed, that the success of commodity agreements would lessen 
the burden on the scheme. 

c. The reliability of export projections. Ibubts on this score 
were expressed by the Germans, Yugoslavs and Turks, among others. 

d. Application of the scheme in countries which, for institutional, 
social or other reasons, have not reached the point where comprehensive planning 
is feasible. The Bank study deals 'With this problem of course - and w.i th the 
others, for that matter. Presumeably, they will be examined further in the 
"elaboration. 11 

4. There was clear agreement among members of the Committee that the 
fund proposed for the Scheme should not in any way be considered a partial 
substitute for IDA or other regular development assistance. Mr. Friedman 
also got the impression that the developed. countries were generally reconciled 
to the idea that such funds had to be increased, a1 though he "passed no hat" 
and sought no estimates. 
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5. The Poles, Czechs and Rumanians somewhat unexpectedly, were 
favorable to the further study of the Scheme. In fact, in the closing 
session of the Committee the Poles took the lead in praising the Bank for 
its work and for its objectivity. The Russians and Ukrainians talked little 
and in standard terms. 

6. The organization of the meeting was interesting, in that, · apart 
from Plenar.y sessions, the developed countries, and the 
developing countries met in separate officially recognized groups to deliberate 
among themselves in an attempt to arrive at a common position. The Soviet Bloc, 
however, apparently did not meet as such. The system appears to have worked 
very well. At the outset, it was also decided to encourage direct contacts 
between delegations criss-crossing the group lines. 

1. Government representation was 'middle-echelon' rather than 
ministerial. Representatives of the LDC's were remarkably well prepared 
and knowledgeable. 

In discussion which followed, Orvis Schmidt reported that delegates 
to the recent meeting of the Inter American ECOSOC which he attended in 
Buenos Aires all spoke approvingly of the nworld Bank Plan" and of the IMF 
compensatory financing facility. 

The meeting was attended by a number of department heads, including 
Mr. Graves, and others who were specially invited, in addition to those who 
regularly attend sessions of the Economic Committee. 
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At the end of two days of general statements in the Plenary and 
another two days of intensive discussions between and within the groups of 
developed and developing countries, the committee adopted a Resolution · 
sponsored by U.K., Sweden, India, Yugoslavia, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil and 
Uganda by 33 votes to none with five abstentions. The Resolution recommends 
to the Board that a working party of 13 to 15 governmental representatives 
be set up with a view to "studying and elaborating" the Bank ' ttudy. 
The Resolution apart from "expressing considerable appreciation for the Study 
prepared by the staff of the IBRD", also notes 11 the considerable measure of 
support in the committee for the concept of supplementary financial measures 
elaborated in the IBRD staff study." This inter-governmental group is 
requir~d to report to the second session of the Committee, which is scheduled 
for November 1966. 
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Notes for Report to the Board on UNCTAD Meeting on 
Supplementary Finance 

1. Meeting of Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to trade 
of Trade and Development Board --- Trade and Development Board has 55 members 
from among the total membership of over 120 in UNCTAD. 

2. Meeting from 13 to 20th April to consider the Staff Report on 
Supplementary· Financial Measures --- the Committee has 45 members -- of these 
38 were present: 15 Developed Countries; 18 less developed; and 5 from the 
Soviet Bloc --- Everts --- Arlia. Groups -- "B" (developed countr'ies); 
"A" and "C" make up the "Group of 31rr; "D: group comprised of Soviet Bloc 
countries. Raul Prebisch is Secretary-General of UNCTAD. 

3. Discussions - in plenary and "groups" -- very intense -- many questions 
raised -- Answers in Study and more detailed explanations given orally -
clearly· most of these questions raised for record and clarification -- well
briefed delegates -- dis.cussion7f.business-like -- ~~V-H ~- M... •r-( 
~~ -lw-jA (., ~ 
4. Principal Issues discussed -

(a) Market organization of commodities vs supplementary finance; 
general agreement that these are not mutually exclusive. (b) Relation to 
b ·c development finance - should be truly supplemental.---(c) $300 -
$400 million figure -- how firm? -- accepted by all as a minimum. 
(d) Relation between Agency and recipients on "performance". (e) Terms 
and Conditions of assistanc~ . ~f) Impl~tions of residual nature of 
suppleljE:tary finance. /1) lf..-v~t:O~ ~ ..-

LThese will be discussed in a longer Report now being prepare£/ 

5. Draft Resolution -

(Operative sentences and paras from the Resolutions (Underlined). _ t? 
( ~~ ~) ·d::::; () (}_ 

6. Next .step- C~ ~ ~· 

(a) Expect Trade and Development Board to set up new exper~up ~ 
expeditiously. 

I (b) Staff work goes on - mainly spelling out and providing more . ~ 
detailed work already largely done for the original Study.-~~~ 

to 

• 
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TR..i\DE AND DEVELOPI·TII:NT BOARD 
CorDJnttee on Invisibles and Fina11cing 

related to Trade 
ResLuneG first session 
G8neva) 13-20 April 1966 

A, Mr.~ .. fMsvJ ~ 
t] 3 \/'~ +a {) 

( \~\,\·~ s- ~~wVJ_) 

SUPPIElililJTARY FINANCIAL 1!fe:ASURES 

Brazil__.,_ Inclia, Sweden, Unit~cLJi~ab Re..J2.ubli_s,_!:Jnited j(i_~ 
£f _C:.reat ._l?_:r:t_ta_in-_ and _ _lJort_0_~r:~ I_~elan~ .. Yu_zQ_slavi{ J..nlhf 

draft resolution . 

The Committee on Invisibles and Financing 'Related to Trade: 

TAIS,_Il'JG NOTE of Recom. _ei1dation A. rlf .18' nf the first UI :CTAD and having regard 

tn the c_iscussions of t he Committee durin~; its resuEted first session, 

~:JJR.1g) _ _§l~:!9~ its considerable · appreci c::.tion for the study prepared by the staff 

of the IBRp, in response to t :1e invitati0n of the first ill·JCTAD Lmder Part A of 

that Tie collmlenda t ion, 

l~OTING th2.t the existin .=:; international financial L1aChinery does not include 

a mecha.11ism designed to d8a l with p:!:"'O ~)lems arising frm,l adverse move1t1ents in export 

proceeds vvhich prove to be of such a nature or duration that they cannot adequately 

be dealt vJi th by short-t erm balance of pa;;rments sup~J0rt, .snd to pr0vide longer te:cm 

assistance to developing cow.1tries Hhich \·muld help them to avoi cl c~isruption of 

their development progranm1es a nd that, accordL."lgly , appropriate measures should be 

introduced) 

Hithout prejudice to current c-.nd future v.r0rk towards agreement on individual 

c.onrrnoc.ities in internatirmal trade and other practical n e a sures to achieve a 

stabilizati0n of colimodity markets, including t he process of or~anization of 

:tnarlcets, expresses the hope that the relationship of a11y 111easures taken under tbe 

rec0m111enc~ation in question 1'Jith this other 1vork uill be studied in the Committee on 

Crx~rr..loctities and in other competent organ s of the UIJCTAD; 
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NOTTI'·JG the considerable measure of support in t he ·c o111Ii1ittee for the concept 

of supplementary financial measures elaborated in the IBRD staff study; 

AGREES that the scheme of supplementary financial measures set out in the 

study prepared by the staf f of t he Internationa l Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development in accordance vJi th tha t Rec()Imnendation shoulc~ be further studied and 

elaborated in the li,:::;ht of the discussions of t his Comraittee, as a means of 

dealing vri t h this question, and therefore 

DECIDES for this purpose, subject to t he approval of the Board, to establish 

under Rule 63 of t he Rules of Pr ocedure of the Cormnitt ee a s1~1all .sroup of 
11,..,15 

representatives of govern..rnents, vlith the requisite . expertise, consi sting of •• • •. 

members, to study and report on t h:Ls r.1atter to t he second session of the Committee, 

with the terms of reference set out in t he annex t o this resolution; 

I NVITES repres'entatives of t l1e staff of the I BPJ) and the ll·lF as well as 

representatives of such other boc~ies as t he Group may consider appropriate . to assist 

in t he work of the intergovern.inental group and in particular to prepare such factual 

ma.terial as may be required t o enable t he t;roup to accomplish its task . 
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TEHHS OF HEFERENCE FOR INTERGOVERNMENT~~L GHOUP . 

1. The Group ·should examine the study pre~ented to the Secretary-General by ~he 

st aff of the IBRb J 1.n the light of the discussion of it in the Cornrnittee . The._ 

Group shou:ld submit a report on the study ( 1.-1i th s-uch modifications t.o the Scheme 

as· it may consider appropriate) as a rHeans of achieving the objective set out in 

Part A of Recommendation A.IV.l8 of the First Conference~ Having regard to the 

timetable for the.next Conference, the Group should endeavour to subHit the report 

in good time for consideration by the CoDn~ittee _at its second session J in November 

1966. 

2 . The Group should pay special attention to the follmving points~ 

( i) Questions affecting the scope of the Scher11e s including the treatment of 

overages and the regard to he paid to import prices. 

(ii) The forHJ terms and conditions for the provision of financial assistance 

to C01.1&.'1tries participating in the SchE?.Ele . 

(iii) Heasures for establishing a relationship bet\Jeen the resources available 

and the resources required; in this connexion the Group should exa...'TI.ine 

the implications for the Scheme of the hypothesis that resources on the 

scale suggested in the IBHD staff study (taking account of any modifications 

which the Group may suggest) would be available. 

(iv ) The need to establish a boundary between problems of an economic nature 

and those which fall within the political sphere in the administrat i on 

of any Scheme. 

(v) Questions relating to the methodology to be applied in the formulat i on 

of the projections and the technical assessment of the ~olicies on which 

the development plans of indiVidual countries are basedJ the circumstances 

which may give rise to a claiill on the Scheme? and the considerations which 

the Agency should take into account in dealing with such a claim. 
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(vi) The appropriate period of time for which the relevant projections of 

exports should be established and the concomitant obligations of the Agency 

and the developing country concerned respectively should be assumed. , 

(vii) The relationship between supplementary financial measures and other types 

of economic assistance~ both multilateral and bilateral, with particular 

regard to the need to ensure compatibility between them as regards the terms, 

conditions and criteria on which they are to be provided. 

(viii) The comparative effects on economic developBent of the scheme proposed and 

of other possible methods which might be employed for the same purpose but 

with due regard to the primary task laid down in the fifth and sixth 

paragraphs of the resolution to \vhich these terms of reference are annexed. 

(ix) The status~ membership and fm1ctions of the Agency and its relations with 

other international bodies~ having regard to paragraphs 7 and 8 of Part A 

of RecoPl~endation AoiV.l8. 

3. The Group may also put forward suggestions, for further consideration by 

governments, of ways in which the Scheme might be financed. 
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April 25, 1966 

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ' S COUNCIL ON UNCTAD MEETING 
ON BANK'S STAFF STUDY ON SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE 

1. . We ttMg i £iS?;fCi*. Membership - 45 countries represented - 5 Soviet 

Bloc, 16 developed countries, 24 less-developed countries. 7 absent. Of French 

speaking countries only Tunisia and Morocco were present - too much made by some 

of the absence of French speaking countries. 

2. Attitude at beginning - Certain developed countries strongly for - others 

friendly • -.c Qll less-·deve loped countries in favor. All developed countries 

were surprised that less-developed countries presented a more or less unanimous 

stand on the proposed study. Many less-developed countries well prepared. 

Prebisch's speech - set the tone for general discussions. 

3. Remarks - Plenaries few, most of the work done outside the plenaries. 

There were five meetings in three days (instead of six). On most days so-called 

group meetings - also in smaller, informal groups and bilateral talks - Bank 

invited to group and other meetings to answer questions on the scheme - by Monday 

had draft resolution and draft report - by Wednesday night had agreement on both. 

Very hectic - ended with considerable goodwill and sense of accomplishment. 

4. Character of Meeting. All felt something very important was happening 

in development finance and in international relations. They were glad that the 

World Bank was being so helpful to the UNCTAD. Serious, sometimes bi t ter dis-

cussions, particularly with the French - but tough and constructive. World Bank 

group representatives were of course central in first three days as also in the 

last three days of informal consultations. Less-developed countries were deter-

mined to get this scheme launched during the last three days. They were concerned 

about a split among the developed countries - great majority for action - U. S. 

for some action now but not ready to go too fast as Britain or Sweden. French 
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REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT''S COUNCIL ON UNCTAD MEETING 
ON BANK'S STAFF STUDY ON SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE 
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Bloc, 16 developed countries, 24 less-developed countries. 7 absent. Of French 

speaking countries only Tunisia and Morocco were present - too much made by some 

of the absence of French speaking countries. 

2. Attitude at beginning - Certain developed countries strongly for - others 

friendly • ~ llll less:-.deve loped countries in favor. All developed countries 

were surprised that less-developed countries presented a more or less unanimous 

stand on the proposed study. Many less-developed countries well prepared. 

Prebisch's speech - set the tone for general discussions. 

3. Remarks - Plenaries few, most of the work done outside the plenaries. 

There were five meetings in three days (instead of six). On most days so-called 

group meetings - also in smaller, informal groups and bilateral talks - Bank 

invited to group and other meetings to answer questions on the scheme - by Monday 

had draft resolution and draft report - by Wednesday night had agreement on both. 

Very hectic - ended with considerable goodwill and sense of accomplishment. 

4. Character of Meeting. All felt something very important was happening 

in development finance and in internationa l relations. They were glad that the 

World Bank was being so helpful to the UNCTAD. Serious, sometimes bit ter dis-

cussions, particularly with the French - but tough and constructive. World Bank 

group representatives were of course central in first three days as also in the 

last three days of informal consultations. Less-developed countries were deter-

mined to get this scheme launched during the last three days. They were concerned 

about a split among the developed countries - great majority for action - U. S. 

· • for some action now but not ready to go too fast as Britain or Sweden. French 
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more or less isolated. 

5. Results. (a) Adopt the resolution for working party - demanded to go 

forward to elaborate the scheme - to answer questions and concern dealing with 

financing the UNCTAD hopes have a detailed scheme for approval by 1967 - relying 

heavily on continued Bank work - "hurry ups" versus "not to go too fast" - great 

effort to get detailed scheme ready for negotiations in 1967 in any case. More 

detailed report for further circulation among staff and probably Executive 

Directors. Plan for work - the Bank will continue to work on the scheme to 

formalize and revise past work. Need for more detailed work on certain aspects. 
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